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Subject: Apparent Cause Evaluation for Analysis Errors Associated with the Request for
License Amendment for an Upgraded Fuel Handling Building Crane System

References:
1) ZionSolutions, LLC Letter ZS-2013-0023, Daly to NRC, "Update to the

Supplement for the Request for Amendment to Approve Methods of Analysis, use
of the Upgraded Fuel Handling Building Crane System as a Single-Failure Proof
Crane and Approval of a NUREG 0612 Compliant Heavy Loads Handling
Program," dated January 17, 2013

2) ZionSolutions, LLC Letter ZS -2012-0448, Daly to NRC, "Request for Amendment
to Approve Methods of Analysis, use of the Upgraded Fuel Handling Building
Crane System as a Single-Failure Proof Crane and Approval of a NUREG 0612
Compliant Heavy Loads Handling Program," dated October 25, 2012

Reference 1 described the actions planned to evaluate the extent of condition and apparent cause
of errors that were identified in the analyses supporting the request for amendment (Heavy Loads
Amendment (HLA)) provided in Reference 2. This letter provides the evaluation results, and a
summary of the corrective actions.

The Apparent Cause Evaluation (ACE) was performed in accordance with ZionSolutions, LLC's
(ZS's) corrective action program procedures and approved by the project Management Review
Committee. The ACE evaluated the causes and effects of analysis errors for the qualification of
the new single failure proof crane and Fuel Handling Building (FHB) structure seismic analysis
prepared by the crane manufacturer and Architect Engineer (AE) respectively. The AE also
provides analytical services and design for additional modifications inside the FHB and for the
ISFSI construction. The ACE also considered the errors and the effectiveness of ZS's review of
the above vendors' analysis documentation.

Although this review was confined to the limited set of analytical products directly associated
with the HLA, the ACE makes recommendations for corrective actions to assure the
acceptability of other AE analytical products.
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Further, a Common Cause Evaluation has being conducted on other engineering issues
associated with the design products, for the ISFSI, and the heavy haul path construction. A
summary of that evaluation is provided later in this letter.

Evaluation of the AE Analytical Products

Seven errors were found in the AE analyses of the FHB and crane related modifications. The
resolution of three of the errors resulted in the need additional crane runway rail clips and then a
subsequent revision to the design for the new set of clips. The other errors did not result in
physical modifications but did affect (both positively and negatively) the interaction ratios (IRs)
of individual FHB structural members reported in earlier correspondence.

Three errors were discovered by ZionSolutions, LLC (ZS) engineers performing document
reviews, and the remaining four were identified during the AE Extent of Condition Reviews.
The AE's analyses and review processes failed to detect these errors prior to their initial issuance
to ZS. An Extent of Condition Review prepared by the AE attributed these errors to a "latent
human performance error" on the part of the analyst and the independent reviewer. This ACE
did not further evaluate the associated issues of individual AE analyst and AE reviewer
competency, the contribution of AE supervision, or other potentially relevant AE internal
processes such as training and procedures based on the corrective actions undertaken.

The AE also identified schedule pressure as a contributing cause. The ZS management involved
in this project regularly discussed schedule progress and provided agreement with mutually
acceptable rescheduled dates, as the AE proposed them. In these exchanges, ZS made clear the
need for timely performance but accommodated the AE's judgment as to their ability to perform
and did not unilaterally impose unachievable schedules on the AE. It is not clear whether the
A/E had competing internal priorities exacerbating the ZS engineering product delivery and the
product quality.

Corrective Actions for the AE Analytical Products

The quantity and extent of the AE errors necessitated revisions to the HLA submittal to NRC and
raised the question that more errors or omissions might exist in the AE's FHB structural analysis
for the crane modification.

In order to assure the correctness of the analysis, ZS directed the AE to conduct additional,
focused, technical reviews of the calculations associated with the HLA and other analyses related
to the structural conditions associated with fuel handling in the FHB and related modifications.
These reviews are be conducted by AE personnel confirmed by ZS to be appropriately qualified.
The AE reviewer will verify the adequacy of key assumptions, input parameters, methodology,
modeling, code compliance, and reasonableness of analytical results. ZS will conduct additional
comprehensive reviews of these documents prior to their acceptance.
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Evaluation of the Crane Vendor's Analytical Products

Three errors were found by ZS reviews of crane testing and of the analysis supporting the FHB
crane modifications and the HLA. The crane vendor's management evaluation concluded these
errors were isolated human performance errors. ZS determined that these errors were instances
of design process problems, but would not result in a condition where the crane would have
failed to perform its safety functions.

No contributing causes were identified for the crane manufacturer's errors.

Corrective Actions for the Crane Vendors Analytical Products

ZS performed additional reviews of the vendor's analyses to provide greater confidence in the
adequacy of the crane manufacturer's analytical products. The ZS review focused on
assumptions and correct application of load cases and found a minor administrative issue,
establishing adequate confidence in those products.

Evaluation of the ZS Process to Accept AE and Crane Vendor Products

The HLA technical content, submitted to the NRC, relied on the correctness of supporting
calculations performed by the AE and crane manufacturer. ZS based their reliance primarily on
the subcontractors' quality assurance programs and history of prior, acceptable work. ZS
accepted the vendor calculations by means of the Supplier Document Review (SDR) process
(Procedure ZS-FT-303). This procedure is the ZS Fuel Transfer & Dry Fuel Storage (FT&DFS)
Department methodology for confirming the acceptability of vendor calculations, drawings, and
similar technical documents and is typical of industry practice for acceptance of such products.
The SDR process did not detect the errors of interest in the vendors' analytical document;
however, the SDR process had not been intended to require a comprehensive, independent
review of any given vendor's design products. The AE and the crane manufacturer were
expected to detect and correct analysis errors through their design verification processes in
accordance with their QA programs. ZS concluded the implementation of the SDR program for
the FHB was satisfactory but improvements were identified and have been incorporated.

Corrective Actions for the ZS Process Review

ZS FT&DFS will continue to perform vendor product acceptances in accordance with the ZS-
FT-303 procedural process and will conduct additional detailed reviews of AE prepared
structural analyses involving the modification for the FHB crane and structural modifications
associated with the handling of spent nuclear fuel in the FHB load path.

Preliminary Results of the Common Cause Evaluation

A Common Cause Evaluation (CCE) has been performed in accordance with the station
procedure, ZS-LS- 109 "Common Cause Evaluation," due to numerous Condition Reports (CRs)
written for conflicting, incomplete, or inaccurate design information. This information consisted
mostly of drawings and equipment-related specifications that had been or were about to be issued
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to the ISFSI construction contractors. Most of the CRs identified field and construction issues
associated with the Monitoring Building (MB), the Heavy Haul Path or the security system.
None of the CRs reviewed, or their assigned corrective actions following evaluation, affect the
analysis or integrity of the ISFSI pad. The causes of these errors in issuance of the drawings and
specifications have been determined. Although the causes of the CCE and ACE are similar, the
conditions (and extents of condition) are substantially different, resulting in a different approach
to the CCE corrective actions. Specifically the ACE directs significant additional review of the
analytical products to ensure adequate quality in the basis of design, whereas the CCE directs
greater interaction between the interfacing parties on the drawings issued for construction in
order to achieve a more orderly installation of the components. Accordingly, no actions
identified in the CCE to address the identified issues are being proposed for the FHB Crane or
associated modifications nor do the findings of the CCE suggest a loss of confidence in the FHB
and related modification analyses similar to that involved in the ACE.

Conclusion

Several calculations supporting the HLA are being revised and subjected to the additional
reviews described above, at which time ZS will have restored adequate confidence in those
products. When those revisions and reviews are complete, the updated HLA, based on these
revisions, and change pages will be provided to supersede existing pages of text already provided
to the NRC.

Additional AE structural calculations associated with the spent fuel load path within the FHB
will be subject to similar reviews before the systems are placed in service.

If you have any questions, please call Mr. Jack Bailey (224) 789-4138.

Patrick Daly
Senior Vice President &
ZionSolutions, LLC

Manager

cc: John Hickman, U.S. NRC Senior Project Manager
Service List
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Russ Workman
General Counsel
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Kent McKenzie

Emergency Management Coordinator
Lake County Emergency Management
Agency
1303 N. Milwaukee Avenue
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Regional Administrator
U.S. NRC, Region III
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Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP
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